BRANDON STRAKA
ASSURES MAGATS THAT
HE DIDN’T SHARE
EVIDENCE OF ANY PREJANUARY 6 CRIMES
Brandon Straka released a post-sentencing
statement announcing that he is selfdeplatforming to Rumble and GETTR and claiming
that the “left wing media” turned DOJ’s
discussion of Straka’s cooperation into a
narrative that “Trump Ally Turning Over
Significant Information About January 6th.”
[emphasis Straka’s] The closest to that phrase I
can find (aside from Straka’s own comments
posted to 4chan) is Politico, which is owned by
right wingers, as well as the gay press.
Straka may in fact be more worried that the
right wing press labeled him a snitch, not least
because he uses the phrase later in his own
statement.
The statement is interesting for several
reasons.
First, Straka doesn’t deny the obstruction of
the vote count that he should have been charged
with. He explains asking his followers to “HOLD.
THE. LINE” after he had been instructed by Ali
Alexander, ““Everyone get out of there … The FBI
is coming hunting,” that this was just about a
peaceful protest, not physically occupying the
Capitol to prevent Joe Biden’s win from being
certified.
Some of my comments on January 6th and
the following days have been highly
scrutinized and my intent speculated. In
particular, one stated to “HOLD. THE.
LINE.” in addressing the people at the
Capitol. You should all know that I was
present on the East side of the Capitol
and never witnessed any of the violence

taking place on the West side that day.
I shot video of the thousands of
peaceful protestors standing on the East
side singing songs and holding signs.
This was the scene when I left the
grounds. My statement was to encourage
the thousands of peaceful protestors to
stand their ground- after all, peaceful
protests are still protected by our
constitution, right?

Straka doesn’t deny being told about the
violence on the west side. He falsely claims to
have filmed only peaceful activities, when he in
fact filmed himself encouraging rioters as they
stole a cop’s shield.
More importantly, he doesn’t address that he was
encouraging these “protestors” to continue to
obstruct the vote certification.
And, again, he was doing so after he himself had
left after having been warned about an incoming
FBI presence.
Particularly given something that Straka said to
Trump appointee Dabney Friedrich at sentencing
(which I’ll return to once I find the best
video), I find this comment from Straka of
particular interest.
In the three and a half years that I
have been working in the world of
politics, I have not attained ANY
INFORMATION of ANY KIND about any
criminal wrongdoing of any person in the
MAGA movement. That includes every
person from the very bottom of up to
Donald Trump and every person in
between. It would be impossible for me
to “snitch” or “turn people over”
because I have NOTHING to share.
I do not believe that there was any kind
of plot or scheme to initiate violence
on January 6th. I do not believe that
any kind of plot or plan or scheme will
ever be discovered because I feel 100%

certain no such thing exists. Like most
of you, I’ve employed common sense and
come to the conclusion that a very small
percentage of people did some very bad
things that day, and that this was a
spontaneous riot that broke out without
planning. If any evidence of anything
ever comes to light, I will be as
shocked as anybody else.
I have NO INFORMATION of any kind of
share about any crime others in the MAGA
movement have committed at any point,
even prior to January 6th.

Straka denies there was a scheme to initiate
violence. That’s not the accusation though. The
scheme — laid out in writing by Ali Alexander’s
associates in the Proud Boys — was to spark
others to commit violence, and then blame Antifa
for starting things.
But he, again, does not deny there was a plot to
obstruct the vote certification.
More interesting, given DOJ’s apparently belated
discovery of Straka’s activities leading up to
January 6, is his statement denying knowledge of
crimes “prior to January 6th.”
Particularly given the way Straka sees what came
earlier as separate from January 6th, Straka’s
plea deal might not cover crimes he committed in
that earlier period.

